
The  little  dragon and his adventures  

Once upon a time there was  a small  little dragon and he loved  adventures but one day he got lost 

when  he was  playing  with  his friends, he was all alone in the deep dark forest and the sun was 

starting to set.  

He decided to gather sticks so he could use his magic fire to stay safe and warm and hopefully send 

out a signal so his friends would know where he was. He started gathering stick but heard a sound 

behind him, he froze, but feeling brave as he had a stick in his hand said “hello, is anybody there?” 

Suddenly the ground started to rumble and smoke appeared and before his eyes appeared a little 

magical  fairy appear  and it said  hello in a jolly  voice  the dragon thought  he was  dreaming so 

rubbed his  little eyes to see if  he was dreaming  but  he was awake  so he wacked a stick  into  the 

fairy  face the fairy screams  as loud as she  could the dragon  froze for a  minute  and said  who are 

you  she replied I’m  your  fairy of your dreams the dragon  asked if you can take  him back home to  

his  friends at home safe and  sound the fairy said I  can’t  take  you  back home safe dragon  said  

why because the  which was at the highest mountain in  villains street. 

Fairy and dragon went to the mountain  the mean  witches evil lair it was so dark  just like stormy 

night they walked deeper in the lair  there was   strange noise coming  from the  bedroom  fairy  and  

dragon  took a look the wicked witch was  making  a  deadly  poison  and  she said poison in the  pot 

what  have you got  it was bubbling  like  little  explosion and crackling like the night sky during a 

thunderstorm. She didn’t spot dragon and fairy as they approached behind her as she sang and 

danced round the cauldron but suddenly a huge, smelly claw reached out of the pot and then a hairy 

wrist followed but a slimy elbow, fairy and dragon knew they had to do something to save the forest, 

the wicked witch chanted faster and louder and then a sharp spikey shoulder appeared, fairy and 

dragon just had to do something with a swoosh of fairys wand the wicked witches spells were 

silenced and she couldn’t move a single muscle thanks to the fairys magic but not before not one but 

two heads appeared from the cauldron two very scary and very strange heads, one was green and 

slimy with large fangs and black and red eyes while the other was fuzzy and hairy with a long beard 

and even larger fang both were as terrifying as the other, the dragon took a huge puff of his magical 

fire and released his magical flame sending the two-headed monster back to were he came from.  

The fairy waved her wand again and the witch turned into a fairy and from that day forward was 

good and the fairy sent dragon home cause after all his brave ness saved the forest from the wicked 

witch and scary two-headed monster. 

The end 


